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IT`S ALL ABOUT THE FOCUS

We o2en see doctoral students struggle as they do not 

clearly understand what the focus of their doctoral research 

is actually about. This is notable for those who carry out 

their research within their work environment and is linked to 

a workplace-based problem.

 

This struggle o2en seems to stem from one of the following 

situaIons:

 

(1) a research-problem, research-quesIon, research 

outcome expectaIon miss-match, 

(2) a soluIon bias and lack of understanding of what 

consItutes a problem, or 

(3) the R&D dilemma.

 

All of the three appear to be inter-linked and are at their 

most dangerous for a students’ progression once combined. 

In this whitepaper we discuss the research-problem, 

research-quesIon, research outcome expectaIons miss-

match to understand how it can inhibit a student’s 

progression, and what students can do to resolve it.

What exactly is a research-problem, research-quesIon, 

research outcome expectaIons miss-match?

Where there are problems there are typically also outcome 

expectaIons. Outcome expectaIons that reflect how you 

might envision the situaIon to be once the problem is 

solved. As an example, there is a consultancy that is offering 

consultancy services for Enterprise DigitalisaIon and 

ArIficial Intelligence. To provide this service, the 

consultancy needs to have a deep understanding on 

Enterprise DigitalisaIon and ArIficial Intelligence, as well as 

on how these can be implemented with the consultancy’s 

clients, and what type of benefits could be realised through 

Enterprise DigitalisaIon and ArIficial Intelligence within the 

client’s organisaIon. These outcome expectaIons then 

translate into research quesIons, and as shown in Figure 1.

But according to Google a “SoluIon Business” is a rock-solid 

thing, while a “SoluIon Bias” seems to be a typing error…

The “soluIon bias” is not only omnipresent in a students’ 

mindsets, it is also present in any of the online sources that 

are available to students. To show the magnitude of this, in 

Figure 1 we undertook a simple Google search on the term 

“soluIon bias”.  Google returns an astonishing [low level] of 

8,680 results. This [low level] prompted us to carry out two 

further queries, also in Figure 1, one searching for “business 

soluIon” and one for “soluIon business”. While the first 

term made sense to us, the second term was meant to be a 

play with words. Though, as the search results suggest, a 

“SoluIon Business” in accordance to Google is a rock-solid 

thing.

As can be seen from Figure 1, the research quesIons in the 

le2 column that have been derived from the outcome-

oriented perspecIve are all geared toward uncovering 

soluIons. They are therefore not aimed at researching a 

problem. Contrary to this, the research quesIons in the right 

column focus on the actual problem and aim at invesIgaIng 

this problem in detail.
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Figure 1 - The research-problem, -quesIon, -outcome expectaIons miss-match
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Context: Consultancy Services for Enterprise DigitalisaIon and ArIficial Intelligence

Challenge: To provide consultancy services in a newly emerging field that is not fully understood to the consultants

Outcome expecta2on: To develop and market consultancy 

services for Enterprise DigitalisaIon and ArIficial 

Intelligence

Outcome Orientated Research Ques2ons:

- How can we develop and market consultancy services 

   for Enterprise DigitalisaIon and ArIficial Intelligence?

- What are the opportuniIes that Enterprise 

   DigitalisaIon and ArIficial Intelligence could provide?

- How will Enterprise DigitalisaIon and ArIficial 

   Intelligence benefit our clients?

Problem focused Research Ques2ons:

- Why do we lack s market understanding on Enterprise 

   DigitalisaIon and ArIficial Intelligence?

- Why do we have difficulIes in engaging in foresight and 

   associated planning acIviIes?

- Why do we not understand how DigitalisaIon and 

   ArIficial Intelligence can bebefit our clients?

Actual Reserach Problem: Lack of market and understanding 

forsesight
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How do I iden6fy such a miss-match?

It is fairly easy to iden6fy a research-problem, research-
ques6on, research outcome expecta6ons miss-match. Start 
by checking if your research problem and ques6ons actually 
look at something that is broken and not as it is expected to 
be? Or do they merely ask for a solu6on? If it is the laMer, 
then you could be faced with a miss-match and want to 
explore further what the exact problem is . Figure 2 offers 
an example of a ques6on to answer mismatch.

Source: 
hMps://www.e-ir.info/2012/10/08/if-this-is-the-case-study-what-is-the-research-ques6on/

Once you managed to spell that problem out, then derive 
the research ques6on to the problem and ask yourself: Am I 
willing to inves6gate this problem? If yes, great and you are 
covered. If not, then consider moving to another topic and 
engage once again in this iden6fica6on process. 

So, I can’t do research on the outcomes that I am interested 
in?

No. At least not scien6fic research. And surely not as part of 
your thesis research project. You are expected to carry out 
your research around a research problem, not around an 
outcome expecta6on. 

If you want to learn more about the research-problem, 
research-ques6on, research outcome expecta6ons miss-
match, take a look at our webinar sec6on where you can 
find a large array of webinar slide-decks and replays; or sign 
up to one of our Advanced Training Courses that are 
available for Free Self-Study as well as with expert tutor 
support for a fee.
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Figure 2 - Ques6on – Answer Matching
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WHAT DOCTORATE HUB CAN DO FOR YOU

DoctorateHub is an exclusive and thriving community of prac99oners that are on their 
pathway to establish themselves as doctoral scholars. 

It is the space for professional doctoral prac99oners to connect and to meet up in the 
virtual and physical world thereby allowing overcoming one of the main challenges of the 
doctoral journey: being on one’s own without a peer network with whom to connect. 

The doctoral journey is long and lonely, and unlike undergraduate and graduate programs, 
the doctoral students largely struggle to find and engage with doctoral peers. The 
DoctorateHub aDempts to address this and to provide complementary support to 
professional doctoral prac99oners that work towards a doctorate.

CONTACT US

DoctorateHub
info@doctoratehub.com

DOCTORATE HUB IS YOUR PARTNER DURING YOUR 
DOCTORATE JOURNEY AND BEYOND  
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